0088.1 LEOPOLD MOZART TO LORENZ HAGENAUER,2 SALZBURG
Monsieur!

London, 28th May, 1764

You know that the further away something is, the smaller it appears to the eye. It is the
same with my letters. The writing becomes smaller and smaller, the greater my distance from
Salzburg. [5] If we should sail across to America, it would perhaps be entirely illegible. To
send a plain letter without envelope from here to Germany costs a shilling,3 but for the
envelope it is a shilling again, so if the letter is covered, 2 shillings are to be paid. One guinea
has 21 shillings, and a guinea stands at the same value as a louis d’or,4 for in Dover the
banker Miné, [10] who had been recommended to me in Paris, gave me 12 guinea pieces for
12 louis d’or, for no French money is accepted here. You can thus easily conclude what a
shilling is worth.5 Our venerated Frau Hagenauer chose to write the following in her letter to
me in Paris: – – – – perhaps even to England and Holland? [15] At my departure from
Salzburg, I was only half-decided on going to England. But since everybody, and people in
Paris too, was emphatic that we should travel to London, I have effectively been forced to
decide, and now, with God’s help, we are there. But we are not going to Holland, I can assure
her.6 Although I have been assured that I would quickly take in, for example, 2 to 300 ducats7
in the Hague, [20] I also know that the costs are quite exceptional. The people, and the Dutch
in general, are somewhat coarse. And, to tell the truth, you ought to be everywhere in winter
for all the rich takings, and this is plainly impossible, unless one wanted to spend 4, 5 and
more years travelling. Otherwise, we have various recommendations for Hamburg8 if we want
to go there, [25] but it is too far for me and too far to the north. We could go to Copenhagen
making the greatest profits in the world: both the Royal Danish Minister in Paris, Baron de
Gleichen,9 and the Danish Ambassador here, Count von Bodmer,10 wish to guarantee us a
certain summa in advance, [30] but this would never enter my mind. Prince Gallizin11 had
even less success in persuading me to give him some hope that we might decide to come to
Russia.12 These countries are too distant, and too cold. This country here is already distant
enough, and, although it is one of the most beautiful and blessed countries as far as fruits of
the fields and animal husbandry are concerned, [35] it is at the same time, because of the
constant alternation of heat and cold, a perilous land. For, since it is an island, England suffers
greatly because of the constant changing of the winds, which come from the sea. On some
days there is uncommon warmth; the next moment a north wind arises, and in quarter of an
hour it is uncommonly cold. [40] For this reason you see nothing here except garments made
of wool. The food is uncommonly nutritious, substantial and strong. The beef, veal and lamb
are better and more attractive than can be found anywhere else in the world. In the fields, one
sees the finest cattle, and lambs which are almost as big as a calf, with thick and long wool.
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This is where the splendid manufactures come from. [45] But precisely these foods are too
strong; and the beer, of which different kinds are to be had, is quite astonishingly strong and
good. The wine, in contrast, is indescribably expensive, because the beer is a native product,
and the wine has an astonishing excise on it. It is the same with the coffee, which will cost
you over 4 German guldens per small pound.13 [50] One must furthermore buy it already
roasted and ground, for which there are special shops: and whoever roasts a pound of coffee
himself at home is fined 50 guineas. What kind of faces do you think my wife pulls in this
state of affairs? Enough of that, the English gentlemen are trying to sell their tea and to
prevent money leaving the country for coffee. [55] The tea kettle is on the fire the whole day,
and when visitors call they are served with tea and bread-and-butter: that is, one brings them
bread finely sliced and spread with butter. By the way, the midday meal is usually between 2
and 3 o’clock, and in the evening most people eat nothing, or perhaps only cheese, butter and
bread, [60] and savour a good mug of strong beer along with it. No woman crosses the street
without wearing a hat on her head, and these are various: completely round ones; tied together
at the back; of atlas silk; of straw; of taffeta etc. In all cases exceptionally decorated with
ribbons and trimmed with lace. Even an indifferent one costs half a guinea. [65] Initially, one
thinks one is seeing nothing but maskers. No man goes down the street bareheaded, and few
are powdered. When the street boys see someone well turned-out and dressed a little in the
French style, they immediately loudly shout: Bugger French! meaning French bougre!14
There the best response is to remain silent and to act as if one does not hear. [70] If anyone
did take it into his head to stop on this account, rabble reinforcements would soon be on the
scene, and one would have difficulty, and with at least sundry holes in one’s head, in
escaping. We, for our part, look entirely English. But to get a few clothes straight away for
me and Wolfgang and to buy a couple of lady’s hats, [75] the expenses were nothing less than
12 guineas.15 The minimum cost for having a plain dress made is 14 shillings;16 if a border is
added, one pound sterling |: which is 20 shillings :| must be paid. – – Now, it does not surprise
me that in Germany one encounters little or no English cloth, or one must pay astonishingly
dearly; the superfine cloth, which is the most common sort for honnête17 persons, [80] and
which I have taken, costs 18 shillings per English ell or staff,18 which is actually much
narrower than the French one. The finest of all, however, comes in at 21 shillings. As one can
easily imagine, everything here is exceptionally expensive. The reason for this is because a
guinea here makes less impression than a ducat19 does amongst us: but those people are
mistaken [85] who believe that Englishmen throw their money away: there is no middle way
among them. The majority are much too meticulous in their budgeting; a very few are
exceptionally generous. We do not yet know how this will turn out for us. Again, we should
have been here in winter.20 On the 27th Aprilis we were guests of the Queen and King21 in St.
James’s Park in the Queen’s Palace.22 [90] We were thus at court within only 5 days of our
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arrival. The present may have been only 24 guineas,23 which we received immediately on
leaving the King’s room, but the graciousness with which both His Majesty the King and the
Queen met us is indescribable. In short: [95] the affability of both and the friendly character
of both even caused us to forget that these were the King and Queen of England; we have
been quite extraordinarily courteously received at all courts so far, but the manner we have
experienced here surpasses all the others: a week after that, we went walking in St. James’s
Park; the King came by in a coach with the Queen: [100] and although we all had other
clothes on, they still recognised us, not only greeting us, but the King also opened the window
and leaned his head out and greeted us, particularly our Master24 Wolfgang, smilingly with
head and hands as they drove past. As we are now speaking of driving, I wish you could be
here for only a couple of days to see the beautiful horses and the most execrable coaches.
[105] The coaches are as execrable as the horses are beautiful, and are low and broad. The
coachman’s seat is completely level with the coach roof, so if he falls it is equivalent to
falling from the first floor of a low house. But the horses! The beautiful horses! If I had a
hundred English horses belonging to me at Calais, [110] I would certainly have enough.
Seeing Englishmen in Germany is nothing special; but to see them in their country and as one
chooses: this is completely different. The sea, and especially its Fluxu et Refluxu25 in the
harbour at Calais and Dover, then the ships, and seeing the fish during the crossing, which are
called porpoises, rising and sinking in the water, [115] then, as soon as we had landed in
Dover, to be driven away with the most beautiful English horses, which ran so fast that the
servants on the wagon seat could hardly breathe because of the force of the air: all this was
something quite strange and pleasing to us. Strange as it was, on the other hand, to see in
Paris a woodcutter, [120] a carpenter etc. with his axe or saw under his arm, a torn coat round
his body and a snow-white powdered allonge periwig with three buttons on his head, it
seemed equally astounding to us to see the common market wives in London with their
tobacco pipes in their mouths. There is too little room here for a description of the city, which
is very beautiful. [125] They build in a completely different way from the French. In front of
the houses, the pathway is plastered with large flat square stones, making it very comfortable
to walk; on the other hand, the road in the middle is likely to break your neck when you drive.
All houses have the first dwelling below ground level, the 2nd at ground level and then rooms
1 and 2, at most 3 stairs up. [130] The dwelling below ground level is well-lit, has the largest
of windows, and smiths and locksmiths, like most other workers, usually have their
workshops down there. This is why all houses have grids of metal or wood along their sides
so that no-one falls in. My letter to His High Princely Grace, our most gracious Prince and
Lord etc.26 will hopefully have reached you safely in its envelope, [135] which I sent off
immediately after our arrival in London. My latest request, however, is for the following
Masses to be read as soon as possible, namely: 3 Holy Masses at the Holy Child at Loreto, 3
Holy Masses at Maria Plain, 2 Holy Masses at St. Francisco de Paula on the Bergel, and 2
Holy Masses at St. Johann von Nepomuk [140] in the parish or wherever you want, then also
2 at St. Antonio in the parish.27 We have, incidentally, left most of our baggage with the
banker Hummel28 in Paris. In particular, we have left there all our snuffboxes, and 2 watches
and other costly things, along with 2 beautiful new clothes of atlas silk, one ruby-coloured
with white ornamentation belonging to my wife, [145] and a blue one with white
ornamentation belonging to my daughter, besides all pertinent accessories and many other
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things. I took the opulent one which I got for my daughter in Paris with us to England, a very
beautiful one with Isabelline29 ground, flowers and broad golden stripes.
At our departure, Msr. Grimm,30 our sworn friend, [150] who did everything for us in
Paris, in addition to all his other kindnesses, furthermore honoured Nannerl with a golden
watch and Wolfgang with a fruit knife such as one usually uses in Paris for confectionery,
with a mother-of-pearl handle set in gold, and which has 2 blades, namely one of gold and the
second of silver. I also left there in a golden snuffbox 7 double louis d’or,31 [155] and for the
200 louis d’or32 which I entrusted to Herr Turton and Herr Baur33 I have a letter of credit for
4000 8 hundred livres34 in my hand. I have been wanting to send off the present letter for a
week now, but I was hindered, and part of that was that I wanted to wait for some new
developments. But I can report nothing more than that we were once again guests of the King
and Queen on the evening of the 19th May,35 [160] from 6 to 10 o’clock, where no-one except
the two Princes36 – the King’s brothers – and the Prince, the Queen’s brother, were present.
On leaving the room, 24 guineas were again passed to me: if the same happens every 3 or 4
weeks, it will be bearable. Now we will have a so-called Benefit, [165] or concerto al nostro
profito,37 on the 5th June. This is really no longer the season to hold a concert of this kind, and
one can promise oneself little return from it, since it is outside the season, and because the
expenses of such a concert amount to 40 guineas:38 but since the 4th is the King’s birthday,
and consequently much of the nobility will come into town from the country, [170] one must
risk it and profit from this moment to make oneself known. Each person pays half a guinea
and, if it were in winter, I could be sure of 600 persons and consequently count on 300
guineas:39 at this time, however, everyone is going to their gardens and into the country.
Enough! It will all turn out well somehow, if only we can remain well with God’s help, [175]
and if God only keeps our invincible Wolfgang well! The King put down in front of him not
only pieces by Wagenseil, but also by Bach, Abel and Handel;40 he played it all off prima
vista.41 His playing on the King’s organ was such that everyone there praised his organ
playing above his clavier playing. Then he accompanied the Queen in an aria which she sang
and a traverse flute player in a solo. [180] Finally, he picked up the violone part of the Handel
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arias |: which were lying there by chance :| and played the most beautiful melodies over the
plain bass so that everyone was most greatly astonished. In a word: what he knew when we
left Salzburg is a mere shadow compared with what he now knows. [185] It surpasses all
imagination. He sends his compliments, as do we all, from the clavier at which he is now
sitting, playing through the trio by Music Director Bach42, and not a day passes without his
speaking at least 30 times of Salzburg and of his and our friends and patrons. Now he
constantly has an opera in his head, which he wants to perform with a whole lot of young
people in Salzburg. [190] I have often had to count up for him all the young people he writes
down for the orchestra, amongst whom Herr Kolb and Herr Ranftl43 are frequently mentioned.
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